
CSE5/7338 Project Report Feedback

Name:

Project Title:

Aspect Score Level Level 4 Level 3 Level 2 Level 1

Appropriate length? (10)

appropriate length, no key 

information missing

appropriate length, but some key information 

missing

moderately too long/short, most key information 

present substantially too long/short

Grammar and spelling, usage (10) virtually no errors some minor errors frequent or serious errors significantly impairs readability

Organization (5)

structure enhances the argument, 

strong sections and seamless flow

structure supports the argument, clearly 

ordered sections fit together well

structure is of inconsistent quality, may have 

choppy transitions and/or redundancies or 

disconnections needs significant reorganization

Clarity, style, readability (5)

mastery of the genre, including 

elegant style, established voice

effective prose style, follows relevant 

conventions, emergence of voice

beginning to be comfortable with appropriate 

conventions, but style is inconsistent or uneven gets in the way of reading for content

Citations (10)

includes all relevant citations in-line 

and at the end in appropriate formats minor errors substantial errors and missing references mostly missing and errant citations

Abstract (10)

provides pithy summary of main 

findings, introduces topic

summarizes most main findings, introduces 

topic adequately

summarizes key points or offers introduction but 

not both

no summary of key points or contributions, 

no introduction

Introduction (5)

persuasive and creative motivation, 

explicit connection to economics

provides and discusses a suitable motivation, 

explicit connection to economics

some rationale presented, begins to motivate the 

selected topic, connection to economics missing no clear rational or weak rationale

Methodology (10)

describes how data was collected, 

whether it can be considered 

representative, and any limitations to 

its representativeness

sufficient description of data collection; mostly 

correct discussion of representativeness and 

limitations

partial description of data collection; incomplete 

or incorrect discussion of representativeness and 

limitations

no description of data collection 

methodology

Results (25)

insightful and complete summary of 

data collected, including appropriate 

statistical tests and graphs

mostly complete and accurate summary of data 

collected, includes most relevant statistical tests 

and graphs

incomplete summary of data collected, includes 

some appropriate statistical tests and graphs, with 

errors

incomplete and inaccurate summary of 

data, most relevant statistical tests and 

graphs missing or incorrect

Conclusions and Future work (10)

restates key results, identifies 

limitations and outlines future work

restates key results, identifies limitations and/or 

outlines future work (2 of 3)

restates key results, identifies limitations and/or 

outlines future work (1 of 3)

missing or insufficient restatement of 

results, limitations and future work

Total (100)


